
Introduction to Witchcraft:
Lesson Eleven: Dark Mirror Conjuration
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● After this one, there are two lessons left in this course: Lesson Twelve (October) is about

Possession and Channeling.  Lesson Thirteen (November) is slated to be about Shape
Changing.  However, I might end up combining those topics into one lesson, and doing a
sort of “ask me anything” / “grab bag” of topics for lesson 13.  If there are any topics you’d
like to see covered, please let me know, here, via email, or in the group.

● If you’ve been enjoying these lessons, and found them useful to your learning, I’d really love
a review for the next year of students.  You can email testimonials (or complaints) to me at
Sara@MastrosZealot.com

● There’s no expectation that you’ve “kept up” with the lessons.  Do them at your own pace!
Unless you opt out, you’ll get the same lessons, in slightly revised form, again when the next
cycle starts at Halloween.

● This lesson starts to put some pieces together into more complicated magics.  At several
points, you’ll be advised to review previous lessons.

● I recommend reading the whole lesson before doing any of the exercises.
● More so than other recent lessons, in this lesson, we’ll be focusing on a single technique.  For

that reason, there are no explicit exercises in the lesson.  It’s really one big exercise.
● For me, when I was learning, dark mirror conjuration was the thing that really made me feel

like a real witch, for whom magic was really really real.  I love this technique very much.  I
hope you like it as much as I do.

● Throughout this lesson, I’m going to use the word “mirror” to mean “any reflective surface”,
including regular mirrors, black mirrors, non-operational LCD screens , bowls of water,1

puddles, crystal balls, paperweights, or what have you.
● This lesson was written primarily under the influence of this music.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

Outline of Dark Mirror Conjuration
Most conjurations involve (most of) the following phases, pretty much all of which you already
know how to do. Really, the only hard thing about conjuration is that you need to sustain very

1 Really!  LCD screens make EXCELLENT scrying mirrors, but I don’t recommend summoning spirits into devices you
want to keep working.
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close attention for a long time. Thankfully, by creating tools and incenses and evocation scripts and
etc beforehand, you can minimize how much of that time has to be all in a row.

1. Choose who you want to talk to.  In the example below, you’ll be conjuring Hermes
Hermeneutes.

2. Learn as much as you can about them.  This might make you change your mind about
talking to them.  If so, return to step 1.

3. Choose an evocation of them.  You can use a pre-made script , adapt a premade script2

(someone else’s or your own) to suit , use a fill-in-the-blank template , or write your own3 4

from scratch .5

4. Choose or make some appropriate magical materia, which you learned about in lesson two.
My go to is incense.

5. Choose or make a seal for the spirit in question.  You learned to do this in lesson four.  In
the example, we’re calling Hermes, so the easiest symbol to use is the caduceus: ☿

6. Prepare the mirror.  In this Quick Start, we’ll do a very simple consecration of the reflective
surface of water in a bowl, but later in the lesson, you’ll learn how to create a better, more
versatile, more permanent black mirror, as well as a Pergamon conjuration triangle and
crystal ball.

7. Enter into magical space, time, and consciousness, which you’ve now learned several
methods for, but particularly in lessons one, seven, and nine.

8. Center, which you learned in lesson seven.
9. Create a circle, which you also learned in lesson seven.
10. Open the mirror, which you’ll learn to do below.
11. Enter a seer’s trance, which you learned in lesson three.
12. Evocation: Summon the spirit you wish to speak to.  Learning how to do this is the heart of

this lesson.
13. Scry, which you learned in lesson three, but we’ll work on some more in this lesson.
14. Converse.  Any of the methods from lesson three will work, but I think automatic writing is

best for beginners, for reasons we’ll discuss more later in the lesson.
15. If needed, which is rare, “ejector seat” out, which we’ll learn how to do later in this lesson.

One of the nice things about dark mirror conjuration is that it’s a semi-permeable boundary.
That is the function of the mirror; it marks a threshold that the two parties are on either

5 I think this is the best option if you’re good at writing, but it’s also the most work.  I rarely write new evocations from
scratch unless I happen to be inspired to do so, or if I really want to show off to impress a particular spirit or if I’m afraid
won’t talk to me unless I make a fuss.  I wrote the one for Hermes Hermeneutes you’re going to read below special for
this lesson.

4 Broadly, I think this is the worst option, but you can make it work.

3 This is what I usually do.

2 like the Orphic hymns or the evocations from the Key of Solomon



side of.  If you’ve properly opened the mirror, the person you’re calling can’t travel through
it, and neither can you.

16. Say Thank you and Goodbye.  This is just common courtesy.
17. Return to normal consciousness.
18. Take notes.
19. Clean up.
20. Expect weird dreams.  You can lean into this effect as you learned in lesson nine.

Who Ya Gonna Call?
If you’ve never done any direct conjuration before, I strongly recommend that the first spirit you call
be Hermes Hermeneutes. Hermes, the Greek messenger god who was often syncretized with the
Roman Mercury, is a guardian of the crossroads. In his most primitive form, he is the Lord of the
Crossroad; he is the signpost which shows which way to go. His primary concerns are travel,
competition, language, cleverness, trickery, and magic. He guides us not only in our Earthly travels,
but also after death, when we walk the Long Road. Among the many epithets of Hermes is
“hermeneutes”, an ancient job description which is usually translated as something like “translator”
or “interpreter” or “secretary” or “go between”. For example, in the biblical book of Acts, Mark
serves as hermeneutes for Peter. Literally, a hermeneutes is someone who does the work of Hermes,
a Hermes-o-naut. I suggest him as your first conjuration because he is VERY easy to conjure. His
whole schtick is to facilitate communication! Dark mirror conjuration, opening the portals of
communication between worlds, is a thing he VERY MUCH wants you to learn how to do,
because it is the first step in learning to be hermeneutes.

The Evocation Script

Conjuration is called “evocation” because it uses the voice to call forth a spirit.  This is a magic
woven from words and fueled with breath.  Once you get more practice, you can speak directly from
your spirit to call forth spirits, but when you’re first learning, it’s easiest to first prepare a script for
yourself.  Almost all conjurations in western magic follow a relatively straightforward formula.
Some evocations will combine or reorder these steps, and may skip a few, but this is the basic
template.

1. Make a small offering, as “bait”.  Incense, candle, and water is my go-to choice.
2. Call the spirit by many names, titles, and descriptions; be precise.
3. Butter them up with praise
4. Tell a historiola (a brief snippet of myth) relevant to the topic at hand
5. Explain why you’ve called.



6. Explain why they should care.

You can either use pre-written evocations or create your own.  There’s nothing wrong with using a
pre-written evocation.  The incantations we call “Orphic hymns” are just such pre-written
evocations .  Below, I’ll walk you through writing an evocation for Hermes Hermeneutes as an6

example, and later in the lesson, I’ll provide a fill-in-the-blanks template.  In your Quick Start
conjuration, you’ll use the script we’re about to write.  I like to write my evocation immediately
before the conjuration, but you can do it ahead of time.  Personally, I find a very mild trance helpful
to writing evocations.

The first step in writing an evocation is to do some research about that spirit you want to summon.
Learn as much about them as you can.  In particular, learn their names and stories.  What about
them makes you want to summon them?  What are their special qualities?  What names, titles, and
stories relate specifically to the “face” you want to talk to?  In this example, we’re summoning
Hermes.  If you don’t know anything about Hermes, go read his Wikipedia page before continuing.
Even if you do know him, I strongly encourage you to go read the Homeric hymn to Hermes, which
tells the story of his birth and ascension to godhood.  For Greek spirits, I strongly recommend the
site Theoi.com for its excellent lists of names and titles.  Here is Hermes’s main page there, and his
list of cult titles and epithets, both of which I encourage you to peruse.

Here are some names, titles, and etc of Hermes Hermeneutes that feel relevant to learning to
communicate better with spirits by means of dark mirror evocation (which, really, is the intent of
this first conjuration):

● Hermes
● Hermeneutes (Interpreter)
● Interpreter
● Well-connected One
● Kharidotes (Joy Giver)
● Lord of Crossroads
● Signpost
● Guide
● Diaktoros (Messenger)
● Messenger
● Angelos (Messenger)
● Clever One
● Kriophoros (Ram Carrier.  In truth, this name isn’t especially relevant, but I really like it)
● Quicksilver King

6 You can read Thomas Taylor’s 1792 translations here, or buy my book of modern translations.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermes
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● Who Bears the Messenger’s Rod
● Caduceus Bearer
● Herald
● Invented the alphabet
● Gives many gifts
● Speaks every language
● Knows the name of every spirit

Next, we need to make a similar list of names and titles for you.  This part I can’t write for you,
you’ll have to write your own.  I might say something like: “Sara Mastros, daughter of Ellen and
Michael, Keyholder of the Witch House, Initiate of the Order of the Caduceus, Priestess of the
Golden Gryphon, Sister of the Circle of Sibyls, hermeneutes of Orpheus, Teacher of Witches, etc,
etc...”  It’s kind of like a resume; paint yourself in the best possible light.  Boast and swagger, but
don’t outright lie unless you can back it up.

Next, figure out why the spirit in question should take your call.  There are only a few categories
into which these reasons fall:

● You have previously undergone a special initiation into their Mystery & participate in
communion with them .7

● You have the endorsement of another powerful spirit, and can speak in their name.  For
example, Christian magicians can use the power of their baptism to call “In the name of
Christ Jesus”.  Ancestors can be powerful endorsers.

● You possess knowledge of their special and secret names.  Usually, you would use this
method in repeat conjurations, after having first made a conjuration using another method,
any being given such a “speed dial” name or passcode.  You can also learn public “secret”
names via research, but they are not as effective as ones you were given directly.  This
method is very common in Judaism, where we call “by the power of the Divine Names...”

● You share traits with a spirit who’s call they want to take.  For example, an Egyptian
magician might begin:  “I am a truth-speaking magician who is become like Osiris...”.  I
assume the form of Solomon before summoning Hebrew spirits like angels and demons.

● They are especially interested in the topic you would like to talk about:  “I come to you,
seeking your wisdom and communication, oh god of wisdom and communication.  Oh Great
Hermeneutes, interpreter, teach me to speak with spirits, that I might also serve as
hermeneutes”

● You are calling under a pre-existing “service contract” enforced by a powerful spirit.
So-called “Solomonic” magic usually works this way.  It’s their job to take your call.
Personally, I find this method the least reliable, because I feel like I tend to get a low-level

7 for example, several PGM spells call on the power of a chthonic initiation: “I have gone below and seen many things...



“answering service” type spirit on the other end much of the time, and treating them like a
slave does not inspire good customer service.

Next, you need to weave those things together into a pleasing thing to read.  As an example , it8

might go something like:

Hermes Hermeneutes, Interpreter and Guide, Lord of the Crossroad and the Signpost, I call out to
you, blessed Herald, Teacher of Teachers. I, NAME, child of NAME, TITLES AND ETC come
before you as a student, eager to learn, eager to know your face and hear your voice. You invented
the alphabet; help give form to speech for me. You speak every language; I beseech you to speak to
me now in mine. You know every name; I entreat you to speak mine now to me, as I speak yours to
you: Hermes, Hermeneutes, Angelos, Kharidotes, lord of Cyllene, Maia’s child: O my beloved
Quicksilver King. Appear in this mirror, clearly and without complication, appear in this bowl and
teach me how to See you. I have brought you coffee with cardamom. I have brought you cake and
candle and clean cool water. I have made this potion for you, smell it with my nose, taste it with my
tongue, and allow me to open a portal for you in this bowl. I call you Great Hermeneutes; let me
serve as hermeneutes for you.  Quick, quick, quick!

Once you’re happy with what you’ve written, write or print it very large on a clean piece of paper.
You want it to be easy to read by candlelight. If you like, you can decorate it, but it doesn’t matter
what it looks like. Practice reading it out loud a few times, and make sure it sounds magical. It
should feel good in your mouth to say it. This is not about visuals, it’s about sound.
e-VOCAL-ation. Magic like this is woven with breath. Not the idea of words, but the SOUND of
words.

Optional: Offering incense for Hermes Hermeneutes, the Quicksilver King
● 8 parts Frankincense (or any other resin)

○ For its celestial resonance, and its association with travel and trade
● 4 parts Cedar (or any other aromatic wood)

○ to focus the mind, transform desire, and evoke a lush, rich, warm feeling.
● 2 parts Clove

○ for harmony, purity, and especially to draw good luck.
● 2 parts Nutmeg

○ To open the psychic senses

8 You can use this just as written, but you should feel free to modify it to suit. In particular, be sure to change the
offerings to whatever you're actually offering.



● 1 part Cinnamon (or Cassia)
○ To get things moving quickly

● Honey to bind
○ 1 strand Saffron per burn

● Saffron in particular, and crocuses in general, are sacred to Hermes.

Before beginning, gather the following items:

● A black bowl (a black ceramic cereal bowl works well)
● Living water charged by light of moon  (enough to fill the bowl)
● A conjuration potion which you will learn to make below in the section called “preparing

the mirror”.
● A large scarf or pashmina.
● A pen and paper
● An audio recorder
● Headphones
● About two hours of uninterrupted time, ideally on a Wednesday.

Preparing the Mirror
There are many, many methods for creating a dark mirror. In this lesson, we’ll learn three. First,
we’ll do a very simple mirror made of the reflective surface of water in a bowl. Next, we’ll make a
more or less traditional Solomonic-style black mirror (although not a terribly traditional technique).
Finally, we’ll make a Pergamom-style Hekatean conjuration triangle. The water bowl is quickest
and easiest, but if you find yourself using this technique a lot, it’s well worth it to invest in making
(or otherwise acquiring) a permanent mirror.

Black Bowl
Begin by making a conjuration potion of some type to awaken the water. The recipe I recommend
involves a Greek anise-flavored liquor called Ouzo. It’s relatively cheap, and you can get it at almost
any liquor store (even here in PA, where we have only state-run stores and limited selection). You
can do this procedure without it, but we’re using it specifically because it will cloud when added to
the water. I’m not sure what could be substituted to produce this effect except other anise-liquors
(like absinthe raki or sambuca). If you don’t have anise liquor, I would just use a strong wormwood
tea.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouzo_effect#:~:text=The%20ouzo%20effect%20(also%20louche,rak%C4%B1%2C%20sambuca%2C%20and%20tsipouro.


The proportions of the ingredients don’t really matter. You need enough liquor to fully submerge
the other ingredients, but it’s fine to make way more. Because the potion is mostly alcohol, it will
store indefinitely. In the ouzo, soak 1 or more whole nutmegs , at least one silver-colored coin , a9 10

good amount of dried wormwood , and a small scroll on which you have written the following in11

water-soluble ink: ἙΡΜΗΣ ἙΡΜΗΝΕΥΤΗΣ . As always, as you add each ingredient, you should12

talk to it, reminding it of its living essence, extolling its virtues, and asking you to aid you in your
magic.  For example, you might say something like:

“Ouza, sweet liquor of anise and herbs, awaken again to yourself. Born on the Holy Mountain ,13

you are the nectar of the gods and the lion’s milk of prophecy. Nutmeg, Myristica, you open the14

senses and draw mad luck. Awaken to yourself, and bring luck, clarity, and insight into this potion.
Silver on my tongue, make me silver tongued. Wormwood, herb of vision and spirit, make open the
roads between worlds. Be with me, see with me, O green leafed Queen. Hermes Hermeneutes, just
as your name pervades these waters, so do you!”

Allow the potion to soak overnight, but soaking it longer is better; it will get stronger and stronger
over time.

To use the conjuration potion with a seeingbowl, fill a black bowl about 2/3 full with cold moon15

water . Arrange your working space so that it is dark, and the light of a candle reflects on the16

surface of the water in the bowl when you look through the rising incense smoke. Put the scarf over
your head and lean into the smoke so that it restricts your vision to the bowl. The placement of
things is important, and a little tricky to get right. The goal is that you see your face reflected in the
water, but distorted by candle flicker, while you huff the incense. Do a “trial run” and figure out
the positioning before you do any magic or enter into trance; you don’t want to lose your groove
fiddling around with it.  Don’t pour in the potion until you are instructed to do so.

16 Or, really, any kind of water will be fine.

15 In truth, there’s no reason it has to be cold, but I was taught to do it with cold water, and scrying in warm water just
feels weird to me.

14 “Lion’s milk” (aslan sutu) is a Turkish name for water with raki, a liquor almost identical to ouzo, which also clouds.

13 Ouzo was legendarilly invented on Mt. Athos.  Here’s a cool documentary about Mt Athos.

12 This is the name “HERMES HERMENEUTES” in Greek.

11Wormwood is a classic evocation herb, and helps the nutmeg produce visions.  If you use absinthe instead of ouzo, you
don’t have to add extra wormwood (aka artemisia absinthium).

10 So you will be silver-tongued.  I like to use so-called Mercury dimes.

9 Nutmegs are sacred to Hermes, and very mildly entheogenic.  Also, their Latin name is “Myristica” which I think is
very pretty, and if I had an orange cat (which I won’t, because I don’t like cats), I would name her Myristica.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Athos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mXl8C4-M_4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_dime


Your First Dark Mirror Conjuration
Now that we’ve prepared everything. It’s time to get started. If you like, you can choose an
astrologically auspicious time for the conjuration. For example, Wednesdays during the hour of
Mercury are best to summon Hermes, but anytime will be fine. Personally, I find this type of
conjuration easier at night than when the sun is shining . Before starting, you should already have17

written your evocations script, prepared the potion, and laid out the candle, incense, and bowl, with
your scarf close at hand. If you wish, prepare yourself with a magic bath, and dress in robes or
whites (or whatever makes you feel ready for magic).

Play some randomized white-ish noise. Just as the mirror gives visions a place to appear, the noise
provides a medium for sounds and voices to manifest in. It’s important that the noise be something
that can evolve in real time, not something pre-recorded. Rain or a babbling brook are most
traditional, and are mimicked with rattles. Personally, my favorite noise for aural scrying is a large
metal bowl upside down in the dishwasher. You can also use synthetic noises that can be set to
randomly evolve.  I really like this website for that.

Enter into magical space, time, and consciousness by any method. Center yourself very securely.
Open a circle around you and your working space; you need a sort of “clean room” around you, so
that spirits in your immediate environment don’t perturb the connection. Light the candles and the
incense.  Cast another circle around the perimeter of the bowl, reinforcing it strongly.

Raise your arms to shoulder height in front of you and make a circle, with
your elbows apart and hands open and relaxed. Circulate energy around this
circuit: across your heart left to right, out your right palm, and back into
your left. Once you can feel that energy vortex develop some momentum of
its own, to the point where you don’t need to consciously direct it anymore,
form another smaller circuit in between your hands: out your right thumb,
into your left thumb, out your left middle finger, into your right middle
finger. Allow that vortex to build momentum as well. Once it has, slowly
move it into the bowl. Shrink or expand it to fit the bowl. You may need to
stir the water a little with your finger, to induce a bit of spinning in the water, before you can get it
to “click” in.  Once it has, detach the bowl-cycle from your hands.

Put on your headscarf. Knock back a shot of conjuration potion (I know, it’s a little gross), and
anoint your third eye with a little more. Pour another shot into the bowl. It should produce milky
streaks in the water. Lean over into the incense, and focus your eyes on the surface of the water.

17 Although, in truth, I find basically everything easier at night than under day glare.  I am largely nocturnal.
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There should be enough incense that this is not entirely pleasant, but not so much that you’re
choking.

Enter into the seer’s trance. Read aloud your evocation script. If necessary, chant it several times.
You may find yourself slipping into glossolalia. This is a good sign. As you feel the weird creeping
up the back of your back, be quiet, and stare at your reflection in the bowl until it begins to shimmer
and morph into someone else. Open your inner eyelids, and then your outer ones. Try to keep your
eyes unfocused, and look through the smoke into the mirror. If you’re having trouble, rapidly
switch focus from the incense cloud to the symbol to your eyes reflected in the mirror. Try to focus
on all three of them at once, until you’re focusing on none of them at all. Once you see the
beginnings of the manifestation, repeat the evocation script again, asking for Hermes (or whoever)
to appear clearly and intelligibly in the water. Speak to him, encouraging him to appear, and then
stop talking, watch the surface of the water, and listen for his voice in the noise.

Once you catch sight of him, or hear his voice, DON’T PANIC. It is
genuinely shocking and uncanny the first time you realize that this shit is
really really REAL, and something which is not you is staring back at you
from the mirror. If you panic, you’ll lose your trance and have to start over.
Also it’s very rude to ding-dong-ditch. If you do it too many times, spirits will

stop answering your calls. Introduce yourself, and explain why you have called. Ask a question and
listen for a response. This part, where you have to maintain trance while interacting with
something, is often harder than the initial summons.

Compulsive Conjuration
If the spirit you are calling fails to take your call, you have the option to try to force them to appear.
In truth, I do not generally recommend compulsive conjuration to beginners. However, once you
develop some facility with this technique, you should experiment with it. There are three basic
options for compulsive conjuration:

Command in the Name
The first option for compulsive conjuration is to command in the name of a spirit who “out-ranks”
them. For example, Hebraic spirits like angels can be commanded in the name of HaShem. This is
particularly common in Christian magic. I’ll provide an example of such a conjuration of Tzedekiel,
an angel of Jupiter, below. What gives you the right to do so? The so-called “Crown of Creation”
model teaches that all humans outrank angels, (and most other spirits) because humans are the
masters of all others. For example, Psalm 8:5 says “what is man that You have been mindful of him?

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/ding-dong_ditch#:~:text=ding%2Ddong%20ditch%20(uncountable),the%20home%20open%20the%20door.


You have made him little less than the gods and adorned him with glory and majesty. You have18

made him master over Your handiwork, laying the world at his feet, sheep and oxen, all of them, and
wild beasts, too; the birds of the heavens, the fish of the sea, whatever travels the paths of the seas.”
I’m not a big fan of this philosophy , but it is very effective with angels and some kinds of demons,19

but (in my experience) not for many other spirits.

Command by Compact
The next option is to operate in the bounds of a specific and pre-arranged compact. This is my
favored method. I work with a few such compacts. In lesson three, I mentioned the Circle of Sister
Sibyls, which is one such compact. I often operated under the Compact of the Caduceus, which is
basically just “don’t kill the messenger”, and is recognized by most named spirits . When I call20

Hebraic spirits, I work under the famous compact negotiated by Solomon, the Sorcerer-King.

Assume the aspect of someone who does have the authority to command them. For example, an
Egyptian magician might compel spirits because “I am made Osiris the Magician. What I speak is
True.”. Similarly, I like to become Solomon, and then use his authority. This is my preferred
method of compulsive conjuration with Hebraic spirits. Below, you can find two different
invocations of Solomon, which show different methods for working with the Mighty Dead.

The first is primarily intended for Jews, Ethiopians, and others with an ancestral connection to
Solomon. The second, which is only slightly modified from the 19th century Christian magician
Eliphas Levi’s Rituel de la Haute Magie, calls by power of mythic resonance. I’ve shared both so
you can see examples of how to frame practices for both your own tribal ancestors, and from more
“universal” Mighty Dead like saints and folk heroes. Notice that in the first version, the
identification with Solomon is as an ancestor, and the claim being made is that Solomon’s authority
is inheritable. In the second, we draw on his power as a religious figure, and establish the intimacy
by highlighting spiritual similarities between ourselves and Solomon. Both invocations largely
parallel the חייםעץ (Etz Chaim), or Tree of Life.

Version One21

21 With appropriate adaptations, something similar to this invocation can be used for all Mighty Dead of Israel.

20 That is to say, spirits with names.

19 Because it’s imperialist, patriarchal, colonialist bullshit that is literally killing the literal Earth, which is where I live.

18 While this is often translated as “than the angels”, the Hebrew is ים ֵמֱא�ִה֑ (m’Elohim), which unambiguously means
“than the gods”.



I am NAME, inheritor of the line of Abraham, blood kin to Solomon the King. My blood is his
blood, and his kingdom is mine. I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solomon,
the magician and the king.

I am NAME, inheritor of the line of Isaac, blood kin to Solomon the King. My blood is his blood,
and his foundation is mine. I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solmon, the
magician and the king.

I am NAME, child of the house of Jakob, blood kin to Solomon the King. My blood is his blood,
and his brilliance is mine. I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solomon, the
magician and the king.

I am NAME, child of mother Leah, blood kin to Solomon the King. My blood is her blood, and her
victory is mine. I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solomon, the magician and
the king.

I am NAME, child of Rachael, blood kind to Solomon the King. My blood is her blood, and her
beauty is mine. I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solomon, the magician and
the king.

I am NAME, inheritor of the line of Rivkah, blood kin to Solomon the King. My blood is her
blood, and her power is mine. I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solomon,
the magician and the king.

I am NAME, inheritor of the line of Sarah, blood kin to Solomon the King. My blood is her blood,
and her glory is mine. I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solomon, the
magician and the king.

Repeat the invocation “I invoke Solomon, djinn master, temple builder. I invoke Solomon, the
magician and the king.” over and over at increasing tempo and volume until you feel the power22

crescendo, and you are confident in your ability to command spirits in the name of, and with the full
authority of, Solomon the Magician King.

Version Two

Like Solomon, the powers of the kingdom are under my feet and in my hands.
Like Solomon, glory and eternity take me by the shoulders, and direct me in the paths of victory.

22 Try drumming, clapping, or stomping with the beat.



Like Solomon, in mercy and justice, I find the equilibrium of my life.
Like Solomon, I am crowned in intelligence and wisdom.
Spirits of the Kingdom, lead me between the two pillars on which rest the whole edifice of the
temple.
Angels of Victory and Brilliance, establish me on the cubic stone Foundation.
Angels, be with me now as I do this work, be my strength and my love, my brethren in battle.
Creatures of Holiness, cry, speak, roar bellow!
Holy, Holy, Holy!
Solomon, master of angels and demons and all he surveys, be with me now as I speak in your name!

Command by using a “true” name
Another option is to compel spirits to appear by speaking their “true” name. In my experience, this
isn’t really a compulsive conjuration at all. Those names are more like having their personal phone
number. They’re not required to answer, but they only give them out those names to people they
want to hear from. Some of these are known from antiquity. For example, one “compelling name”
of Aphrodite from the PGM is “Neferiri”. Others are learned as seals of initiation. Some are
learned directly from the spirits. I recommend always asking for a “speed dial” name at the end of a
successful conjuration. One compelling name for Hermes Heremeneutes you can try, which
identifies you as my student, is “Enigma Aglossakun”

Command with personal power
This method is fun, but dangerous; it’s what I think of as “some real wizard shit”. In this method,
you just throw down with the spirit and see who wins. I do not recommend this method to
beginners, because it’s dangerous to pick fights you can’t win. I don’t usually recommend it for
non-beginners either, except in extremity, because I’m generally opposed to making enemies when
you could be making allies. This type of commaning generally won’t work on “big” spirits like gods,
but it will usually work on small, localized spirits like ghosts or nature spirits, and can work on larger
spirits like angels and demons if you’re savvy and well-allied. Compulsive command often operates
with a tool called a blasting rod, which is basically a magic ray gun. Despite the fact that you may
never use one, I’m going to teach you how to make one, because I find the construction itself both
fun and educational.23

23 Despite the fact that I basically never actually use them, wands are my favorite magical tool to make.  Feel free to read
something Freudian into that if you like; as you’ll see, I do.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Frv0b_pnT5cDsdpP9Xze5X5AUv_zEDQ/view?usp=sharing
https://www.sacred-texts.com/grim/bcm/bcm44.htm


How to Make a Blasting Rod

The first step in making a wand like this is to take a walk in the woods,
and ask the spirits to help you find the right stick. If there is a particular
forest with whom you have a connection, look there first. Singing or
speaking to the forest about your quest will help you seek. The nature
of stick wands is that the power will flow along the natural grain of the
stick. A very straight stick will produce a very effective laser-like cutting

tool, whereas a twisted stick, like the one pictured, produces a more corkscrew/drilling energy
which I personally prefer for blasting rods.

Many people only gather sticks for wands from certain kinds of trees or at certain astrologically
significant times, but I do not find that necessary. Particularly for blasting rods, but for wands and
staves generally, I like to look in cemeteries right after a wind store. Because cemeteries often have
lone trees on hills, they are especially susceptible to wind damage and have lots of limbs down, but
they tend to get cleaned up fast. Wherever you go, take a small hacksaw or battery-powered sawzall
with you. If you cut from a living tree, remember to get permission first. However, simply from a
crafting angle, fallen wood that’s had some time to dry out will work better. If you let people know
you are wand crafting, they’ll often give you cool sticks they find. The stick for the wand I’m
holding above was found by my late father, for example. I would never go so far as to say that all
real witches have random sticks propped in every corner, but I certainly do, and I imagine you might
oo.

Choose a stick which feels aggressive. It should be longer than your forearm
from elbow to tip and thick enough to feel sturdy as a weapon. Hazel, elder,
and blackthorn are all quite traditional for blasting rods, but many kinds of
wood work well. Broadly, it’s better to work with wood from a tree you
know well, or at least a species you know. For blasting rods, I prefer sticks
around which vines have grown, so they’ve grown with a twist in them. The
one I’m holding in the picture above was made from a stick my father saved for
me. It’s from a quince tree around which morning glories grew. The one
Simon is holding on the right was made from the root of an oak tree from the grove where we used24

to practice It was toppled by lightning and wind.25

25 In Frick Park, down the hill from Blue Slide

24 Root wood is slightly harder to work with energetically; it tends to be slower and lower vibration; “thumpy rather
than buzzy” as they might say in a vibrator ad.   That kind of energy is good for many things, particularly commanding
the Dead, but requires a little more finesse to use.



The stick at left was recently given to me. It’s the
rootball of a grafted cherry seedling. I haven’t played
with it much yet, but I think it will make a cool blasting
rod with a shotgun-like wide spray. I’m not sure if I’ve
mentioned this before or not, but Cherry is an important
ally of mine; the sacred tree of my youth was an old
weeping cherry.

Once you've found the right stick, take it home. If it came off a living tree, let it sit for a week or
two to dry out. Spend some time handling your stick . Find the most comfortable spot to hold it.26

Examine the grain; that’s the vasculature through which the tree’s chi moved. Feel how your power
moves through the wood. Generally, it is better to have the handle end of the wand on the part of
the stick that was closer to the roots, so the energy will flow through the wand from trunk to tip. If
you are using root wood, reverse that, so power flows from trunk down through the roots.

Wash off any loose dirt, and take it outside or somewhere you don’t mind making a mess. Cut the
stick to length, and remove any smaller branches that stick out. With a box cutter, or other
thin-bladed knife, peel off all the bark that will come loose. Try not to slice the wood. Some kinds
of trees, the bark will peel right off, and some it won't. If it won't peel off, that's ok. You can sand
it off later.

Go to the hardware store and buy a variety pack of sandpapers. Don’t cheap out; dollar store
sandpaper is bullshit. Starting with the coarsest sandpaper, slowly smooth off all the bark. Use
long, slow, strong strokes, from the handle end to the tip end. This is important! Try not to sand
backwards, but if there are small nooks and crannies you can’t get to otherwise, that’s ok. Think
about how you'll use the wand as you do, and imagine energy flowing through it. Speak or sing to
the wand as you sand. If you’d like a formal script, you can say something like this, which is (more
or less) from the Grand Grimoire: “I beseech you, Great ONE, by all your mighty names, Adonai ,27

Elohim , Ariel , Yehovam , to be propitious unto me, and to endow this Wand which I am sanding28 29 30

30 This is a weird Christian way to say the Holy Name יהוה
29 This means “lion of El” or “lion of God”

28 This is the same name I mentioned earlier, which means “gods” although many would argue it is an “honorific plural”
(like how the Queen of “we” instead of “I”).

27 This means “owner” or “lord” in the feudal sense.

26 Ha ha

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Grimoire


with the power and virtue of the rods of Jacob , of Moses and of the mighty Joshua . I also ask,31 32 33

Holy ONE, that you infuse into this wand the whole strength of Samson, the righteous wrath of
Emanuel and the thunders of mighty Zariatnatmik , who will avenge the names of men at the Day34

of judgment! Amen!”

You'll want to wash off the excess sawdust from time to time. Slowly step through the various sand
papers, until you get to a very fine-grained one which is usually called "finish paper". The stick
should be very, very smooth at this point. I like to run it under my nose to make sure there's no35

rough spots. I don't recommend doing all the sanding at once. I would say that I spend a total of
about 10 hours sanding a wand, usually spread over at least a week, sometimes over a whole month.
This is an important step; the constant rubbing "teaches" the wand which way the energy flows.

Once you've completely sanded, and it’s velvety smooth, wash it lovingly in warm soapy water, and
let it completely dry overnight. For the next step, you'll need paper towels, a small shallow bowl,
and at least an ounce of magical oil. Wear a shirt you don't mind staining, or just forgo a shirt
entirely. Choose any oil that feels aggressively compelling. Abramelin or King Solomon oils are
nice, but so is bear grease with red ochre or blessed olive oil. Pour the oil into the dish, and dip your
fingers into it.

Slowly, rub the oil into the wand. Always run from the handle to the point. Imagine the oil sinking
into the wood, impregnating it with its magical essence. The wood will slowly soak up the oil.
Depending on the type of wood, the weather, and how dry it is, you can get a surprising amount of
oil to soak in. Spend at least an hour lovingly rubbing and polishing your wand . Try to commune36

with the spirit of the wand, and learn its name.

I'm not going to recommend it as a general practice, but I have also "oiled" some kinds of wands
inside my body. If you're going to do that, use lots of olive oil, cocoa butter, ghee or some other
pure, non-toxic, non-perfumed oil as a lubricant. Also, make sure you did a really good job sanding.
If you're going to do this, remember to put it in handle end first. If it’s not clear why, then sticking

36 Ha ha

35 MUCH more sensitive than your finger tips.

34 According to Aaman Lamba, an expert on the Grand Grimoire (buy his translation here): “Zariatnatmik basically
means 'Powerful or Great person...he is the archangel who will 'avenge the injuries of mankind on the Great Day of
Judgement'...The reference is to the powerful rod or verge foudrayante” (from a fb private message Thurs Aug 27,
2020)

33 I am not familiar with any mythology of Joshua’s rod, although biblica myth is not my specialty.  I’m surprised the
third staff here isn’t Aaron’s.  That’s who I would have used.

32 The rod of Moses is a snake, just like Hermes.  It has a lot of interesting mythology

31 See Bereshit (Genesis) 32:11, for example.  A Jacob’s staff is also a kind of surveyors tool.  I work with Jacob a lot.  He
is related to both Hermes and Orion.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immanuel
https://www.amazon.com/Illustrated-Grand-Grimoire-Arundell-Overman/dp/1658202430
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aaron%27s_rod
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Staff_of_Moses
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob%27s_staff


a magic wand up your twat might not be the right kind of magic for you.  It’s a strap-on, not a dildo.

After you've finished oiling your wand, let the wand sit overnight (or longer) to let as much oil as
possible soak in, and then rub off any excess oil.   I re-oil my wands from time to time.  More oil
sinks in every time, leaving the wand even smoother and smelling lovely.  If desired, you can paint,
carve or burn magical symbols onto your wand.  Were I going to do that, I'd do it before I oiled
them.  I usually leave them unadorned, but that's just because I like the way the wands look plain.

SAFEWORD!

While it’s unlikely if you’re conjuring someone so friendly and philanthropic as Hermes37

Hermeneutes, there are times when you’ll want to close a conjuration down all of a sudden. That’s
the nice thing about dark mirror conjuration, it’s very easy to shut down. Take the scarf off your
head, and drape it over the mirror. In most circumstances, just that will be enough to break the
connection. If it is not, trace a pentacle in front of the mirror saying something like “By the power
of three times three, bound around this work shall be. By the power of four times four, a wall
surrounds it with no door. And by the power of the five point star, I close this portal to all there
are!” If you’re using a bowl, or other temporary mirror, empty it down the drain, without looking
into it again. Follow it with some salt. If you have a garbage disposal, run a couple of ice cubes thru
after the water and salt. If it’s a permanent mirror, wrap it up, tie the wrapping on, and contact me
or another more experienced conjurer. But, really, the chances of this happening are vanishingly
small. I’m just teaching you this because I know, for me, having backup plans for the worst possible
scenario helps calm my anxieties.

Pergamon Triangle

The image next door is of a 3rd century bronze
triangle found in Pergamon. The tablets appear
to have been mass produced; a similar, but
simpler, triangle was found in Sardis in 2015,
and several others have since been found
elsewhere in the ancient world. Of those yet
discovered, the Pergamon triangle pictured is
of the finest workmanship and contains more
writing. The three goddesses each wear a

37 Philanthropos, “lover of humans” is a common epithet of Hermes.



mural crown, and are labeled as Dione , Phoebe , and Nyche . At the top of the picture, Nyx38 39 40

holds a snake and a dagger. Dione holds a torch and a whip, Phoebe a key and torch. At the feet of
each goddess is the name Amibousa, which means “She who Changes”, almost certainly a reference
to the moon. Around the edges are magical characters I cannot translate . Most of the writing41

does not form words, but with the goddess labeled Phoebe (bottom right) it says "O Persephone, O
Melinoë , O Leucophryne " . The function of the original is unclear, but I (and most others)42 43

believe it is either a scrying table, with the central disk polished to a mirror finish, or a base for an
awakened idol of Hekate. My friend Alison Chicosky is now manufacturing a commercial version ,44

or you can make your own.

Below, I have provided consecration and opening rituals which can
be used for any type of Hekate-based scrying mirror, as well as an
illustration you can print and use as a base for a mirror or crystal
ball. With this, I like to use a dome paperweight, like the one
pictured at right. My mother had a paperweight like this on her

dresser when I was little, and I used to “pretend” it was a crystal ball, and see visions in it. The
triangle can also be used to charge lunar or Hekate talismans or materia. This consecration of a
mirror need only be done once when the mirror is first constructed. Thereafter, it should be stored
wrapped in cloth or paper so that random things are not casually reflected in it, and rebaptized with
moon water from time to time.

44 Hers are based on the Sardis triangle, I believe, and thus slightly different.

43 An avatar of Artemis-Hekate worshipped at Leucophrys in Phrygia.

42 Melinoe is the goddess of nightmares, a daughter of Perseophone by Kronian Zeus.

41 I don’t think anyone else can either.

40 This is an alternate name for Nyx, the most ancient goddess of night.

39 Phoebe is another name for Selene, Hekat, or Artemis (or their Titaness grandmother).  The name means “Light”.

38 This name means “goddess” and in this context is probably an epithet of Hekate.  It is often associated with
Persephone, Demeter, or Aphrodite.

https://practicaloccult.com/
https://practicaloccult.ecwid.com/Triangle-of-Hekate-p199622465


Drawing Down the Moon

Before beginning, gather the following ingredients:
● A scrying mirror, ball, or paperweight.
● About a gallon of moon water (living water infused with moonlight)
● An incense of myrrh, wormwood, and juniper needles
● A cloth big enough to wrap the mirror in.  I’d use white.
● Three candles.
● Cheap silver lipstick45 46

46 Although I rarely wear “normal” makeup, I love lipsticks and eyeliners for drawing signs and sigils on the body, and
on mirrors.  I especially like these pigment crayons (which claim to be for eyes, but also work fine on lips), largely
because their brand name is “Nyx”, and they’re cheap.

45 You DO NOT want sealed or smudge proof lipstick, because you’re going to lip-print the mirror.

https://www.nyxcosmetics.com/eye/eyeshadow/jumbo-eye-pencil/NYX_001.html


This consecration can be performed at any time, but it’s best outdoors under a full moon.  I was
originally taught to draw down the moon with my breasts uncovered, but I don’t think it matters
what you wear.
Put on the silver lipstick.  If you like, you can also use it to paint a crescent moon on your forehead,
or any other decorations you like.

Enter into magical space, time, and consciousness by any method.  Light the incense, and the candles
(one at each corner).  Next, generate an aura of indigo light.  Gather it into a ball between your
hands (just like in the bowl consecration above), and carefully place it into the central mirror.  Speak
out loud, saying something like :47

Hekate, Dione, Phoebe, Nyx:
Mistress of mists that mix in betwixt,
that liminal boundary that guards the Between
Artemis, Persephone, Melinöe, Queen,
By key and by torch, by snake, whip, and blade,
I call to you now:  Please come to my aid!
Selēnē, Mēnē, bright moon shine,
Open this portal as Hekate’s shrine!
Triple voiced, triple headed, triple faced, triple necked
Your mirror stands ready, your face to reflect.
Aktiophis , Daeira , give light to true Knowing,48 49

As I bathe this mirror in cold water’s flowing,
[pour the water over the face of the mirror]

And awaken new life as a portal of insight.
Let darkness disperse, give way to bright light!

Reach up, up, up into the heavens, and draw down the power of the moon down through the
crown of your head, and down into your mouth. Raise the mirror to your face and kiss it, leaving a
silver lip print, and push the entirety of the Moon into the mirror while you whisper its name. Do
not tell the name to others.

49 Modern pagans often choose to translate this epithet of Hekate’s as “She Who Knows”, coming from the root word
δα, which means “to learn”.  However, older commentators often tied it to δαίς, which means “to kindle” (like a torch).
If we combine these meanings, we arrive at something like “The Great Teacher, She Who Kindles the Flame of
Knowledge” or “Spark of Idea”

48 This is an epithet of Hekate which is usually said to be of unknown meaning.  I believe it to be ἀκτίς-ὄφις or “ray
snake”.  I associate it with the Milky Way, and with Hekate’s mother (Leto’s sister), Asteria, the goddess of “night
prophecy”.

47 Very vaguely based on PGM IV 2522-2572



Wrap the mirror, and store it undisturbed until the next full moon before using, to allow the power
to “settle in”.  At that time, you can clean off the lipstick before use.50

Quirky Solomonic Mirror

This is the scrying mirror I made when I was in high school.  She’s served me well for more than
twenty years.  It hangs on the wall in my living room, with a magic marker seal drawn on it to keep51

random things from crawling through.  You can actually see the corner of it above my head in the
cherry-club photo from the blasting rod section.  It’s built around an antique mirror I found
abandoned in an apartment I was cleaning out .  I also found a brass dorje in that apartment, but I52

didn’t know what it was then.  I used it as a blasting rod for many years, until I learned what it
actually was .  I apologize for the photos; if you haven’t noticed by now, I’m a very bad53

photographer.  Please remember that I was 17 when I made this, and judge kindly.

53 Which is not so far off from a blasting rod, really!

52 My dad was a property manager, so I worked cleaning junk out of abandoned apartments a lot

51 I’ve used a variety of seals ranging from Stars of David to Jason Miller’s “seal of sorcery”, which is what’s on it now.
That decision was motivated like 90% by the fact that it’s cool looking.

50 Use glass cleaner like Windex

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vajra


Because my mirror is old, the glass in it is not entirely flat, which produces ripples in the reflection
which I find very helpful for dark mirror evocation, however you can also use a modern mirror.
Most people use smaller mirrors than this, but (perhaps only because I learned on this one), I like a
BIG reflecting surface (because I want it to cover my entire field of vision).

I don’t entirely remember how I designed it. I suspect I cobbled it together out of pieces from Ritual
Magic by E. M. Butler which was the only nonfiction book on grimoire magic I had access to. I54 55

also stole some from a novel called “Black Easter” by James Blish. At the time, I believed that this
was a magical system, much corrupted, passed down from King Solomon , and so I just rewrote all56

the “Jesus nonsense” to make it kosher(ish), like King Solomon must have done it. Then, as now, I
leaned very strongly on my ancestral connection to Solomon.

As much as possible, I’m going to reconstruct from memory how I consecrated this mirror the first
time, to show you how to “make do” with minimal supplies, and (more importantly) minimal
training and access to information. Although I’ve written it in the format of instructions, this is a
record of what 17-year-old me did, not necessarily what I’d recommend you do. Where appropriate,
42-year-old me will provide commentary. Since I have a “severely deficient autobiographical
memory”, this is basically the same as if I’m reconstructing someone else’s magic .57

Begin by washing and preparing the mirror.  I had to repair the frame on mine slightly, and then I
repainted the frame red and put a thin layer of gold paint over that.  While the paint dried, I
sketched out some ideas for how to lay things out on the paper.  When you’re ready to begin...

Take a magical bath, and wear ritual robes . Lock the bedroom door. Play some music loud, so58

your parents and brother can’t hear you. Enter into magical space, time, and consciousness. I don’t
recall how I did that in those days; perhaps I probably put a scarf on my head and lit shabbos
candles. In truth, at 17, I mostly lived in magical space/time/consciousness . Say something very59

pompous and magical sounding to announce the beginning of the ritual like “Every spirit who can

59 I had my wisdom teeth out that summer, so there’s a VERY good chance I was high on morphine when I made this
mirror.  I was high most of that summer.

58 My mother was a master seamstress and embroiderer, and I learned from her, so I had surprisingly cool ritual robes for
a teenager.

57 That’s not 100% true.  I also have my old notebooks from that time, but they don’t really record anythign useful about
this rite.

56 This is almost definitely not true.

55 I also learned some from

54 This is a scholarly commentary on medieval grimoirum, which includes excerpts from them.  I found this book at a
library book sale my junior year in high school.  It was life-transforming.  Many years later, when I found out Dr.
Butler’s first name was Eliza,  she was still the only other woman except me I had ever heard of practicing this kind of
magic.

https://www.psupress.org/books/titles/0-271-01846-1.html
https://www.psupress.org/books/titles/0-271-01846-1.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Easter
https://sdamstudy.weebly.com/what-is-sdam.html#:~:text=Severely%20Deficient%20Autobiographical%20Memory%20(SDAM)%20refers%20to%20a%20lifelong%20inability,from%20a%20first%2Dperson%20perspective.&text=In%20SDAM%2C%20autobiographical%20recollection%20of,forms%20of%20learning%20are%20intact.
https://sdamstudy.weebly.com/what-is-sdam.html#:~:text=Severely%20Deficient%20Autobiographical%20Memory%20(SDAM)%20refers%20to%20a%20lifelong%20inability,from%20a%20first%2Dperson%20perspective.&text=In%20SDAM%2C%20autobiographical%20recollection%20of,forms%20of%20learning%20are%20intact.


hear voice: attend to me now! I am Sara Mastros, a great and powerful wizard, come here to make
a Mirror of Arte!”

With a black magic marker , draw a point-up equilateral triangle in the middle of the mirror back.60

Along each side of the triangle write “✡ Michael + Gabriel + Uriel + Raphael + Arbatel ✡”
The first four are the traditional archangels of the four directions, and Arabatel is a particular angel
of revelation with whom I have a strong relationship. His name means something like “Fourness of
El”.  As I recall, he directed the construction of this mirror.

Draw in a circle, inscribed within the triangle, and a hollow
equal-armed cross inside that. Inside the cross, write: “In the Name of
the Merciful and Compassionate LORD.” At the top, write the
“four-letter name” יהוה with a star of David in the middle. Why is the
star in the middle? I think just to make it look cooler? Below that are
the characters of the “Olympic spirits” Aratron (Saturn) and Phul
(Moon) . On the sides of the cross are what appear to be four-leaf61

clovers, presumably for luck , or maybe Maltese crosses. Below are some lightning-bolt arrows,62

which I suspect are mostly decorative.  At the bottom is a point-down (ie, invoking) pentacle.

In the three corners of the triangle are (top) a star of David, (left) an invoking pentacles, and (right)
either a four leaf clover or (I suspect) a Maltese cross. These same three characters are in the
corners of Trithemius-style conjuration triangles, so I was probably looking at a picture of one of
those. Inside the magen David at the top is the alchemical sign for Earth ⊕. Above it is a blacked in
isosceles triangle, which I suspect is covering up the fact that I originally started the magen david
too high, and then realized it wouldn’t fit. There are also some random witchy-looking symbols,
which I probably added in the final decoration step (below).

Next, write in the three evocation scripts, which read:
Top left:  “O LORD, author of all good things, strengthen
and fortify, I beseech You , your servant that she may63

stand fast and without fear throughout this work.
Enlighten, I beseech thee, O Adonai, her understanding, so

63 I don’t think there’s any real reason as to when I capitalized the theophoric “You” and when I didn’t.  I suspect I
started off capitalizing it, and then forgot I was supposed to be doing that.

62 My early understanding of magic was VERY rooted in the idea of magic as probability manipulation like Scarlet
Witch.  Since it’s POSSIBLE a vision of an angel might appear in a mirror and talk to you, all you really have to do is get
really lucky, right?

61 These are from the Book of Arbatel which I think I talked about in the planetary magic lesson.

60 As you can probably tell from the pctures, I started with a paint brush for the triangle, but didn’t have enough
control.

https://theomagica.com/trithemius-table-of-practice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scarlet_Witch#Powers_and_abilities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scarlet_Witch#Powers_and_abilities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbatel_de_magia_veterum


that her spiritual eye be open to see and know your angelic spirits, descending herein this mirror.
AMEN✡”

I’m honestly not sure why I wrote these in the third person, probably I was copying an example, and
just changed “he” to “she”.

Top right: “Adonai Almighty, lucidify your servant, who64

stands before You.  Let her tongue speak Your words.
Open her mouth that she may proclaim your wonder.
Allow her unlawful Knowledge, but sanctify her with Your
words.  AMEN✡”

Bottom: “Thou inanimate creature of God, be sanctified and
consecrated and blessed for this purpose - that evil phantasies65

may appear in thee.  All such as gain entry into this creature, they
must be constrained to speak intelligently and thoroughly, truthful66

and without ambiguity, in the name of the LORD Amern.  For as much as she who stands before
You, Lord, desires no injury nor hurt to any creature, grant her the power of scrying those celestial
spirits or intelligences that may appear, and whatever power and wisdom Your are pleased to
bestow on her.  Enable me to use this for wisdom and mercy, for your greater Glory.  AMEN”

Next, fill up any remaining space with witchy looking stuff.  I appear to have included:

● Hexagrams with the planetary signs, with Mercury in the middle.  Why Mercury?  Because
he’s communication, and so is this!

● Large alephs ,(א) which is the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, but also the symbol used
to denote a type of infinite numbers , which is probably what I meant by it then.67

● On the left, the Olympic signs of Hagith (Venus) and Bethor (Jupiter).  I’m not sure why I
chose those two.

67 Large well-orderable cardinalities.

66 I expect I actually meant intelligibly, but I kind of like this better.

65 I have clearly scratched off what was here, which I assume was “no”.  I suspect I tried it, it didn’t work, and I decided
this was why.  Wasn’t evil phantasies what I wanted, after all?

64 I’m not sure this is a real word, but it should be!  It means clarify.



● On the left, divided into four quadrants, with three dots in each section.
● At the top-interior of the triangle, a circle with an 8 pointed star and cross.  I don’t know

why.
● At the very top, above the triangle, an ankh.
● In the bottom corners, stars of David.
● On the right, a circle, with a complicated diamond pattern.  This design is, I believe, copied

from a “magic” ring I bought in the Moroccan gift-shop in Epcot center when I was 9 or 10.
I’m pretty sure I gave that ring to a ballet dancer I used to date in college.

Finally, turn the mirror-right side up, and arrange three tea lights in the corners of where the
triangle would be.  Put a bigger votive candle in the middle.  Light them all.  Arrange flowers, rocks,
and etc around to look magical.  Let the candles burn completely down.  The next day, peel the wax
off, and it’s ready to use.  Wrap it up in a white bedsheet tied on with red ribbon when not in use.


